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In the paper we evaluate the performance of thePhy-MA(closet to Mac 

layer) in wireless networks with the increasing the throughput. Load 

balancing and data aggregation plays a vital role in wireless 

communication technology for enhancing the battery life cycle time. 

We utilize the concept sleep mode scheduling scheme to preserve 

energy consumption for whole life cycle. In the work, the DAT (Data 

Aggregation Trees) model ensures the basic topological arrangement 

for enhancing the lifetime networks. 
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Introduction:- 
In the proposed work, we develop an algorithm which use the dinkelbach formulae of energy conservation and 

ensures the life time of the network by utilizing the concept of the cluster head based selection of the nodes/stations 

for improving the overall energy consumption introducing the concept of sleeping and active nodes. The Load 

distribution one of the biggest issue when we are dealing with wireless system, The Random channel access 

technologies ensures and provide a better opportunity for the resolving the load balancing issues. Although for 

ensuring the good throughput we utilize the DPCA and CBRA approach. 

 

Literature Review:- 
In [1] dual composition based LPP is mentioned for the MAC layer optimization. The routing and the concept of 

sleeping nodes introduces [2] and enhance the performance with getting the optimized values of routing and 

scheduling. Network Layer, physical and mac layer were optimized for providing a framework [3]. To enhance the 

network lifetime an optimization was proposed with the routing and dynamic sink [4]. To achieve the same, the 

author utilizes the optimization of routing and data aggregation [5]. 

 

Notwithstanding, a static organization geography is accepted in this examination which may not be ideal in 

accomplishing energy utilization adjusting after some time. In [6] authordescribe GRASS (Grid-based Routing and 

Aggregator Selection Scheme) to boost the organization lifetime together tending to the cluster steering issue with 

explicit information collection. An investigation thinks about the connection, MAC and directing stratafor 

expanding the lifetime [7]. Creators have thought about TDMA for direct access with their own steering plan 

notwithstanding a conventional staggered regulation to reduce impedance among hubs. An information gathering 

convention Dozer mutually thinks about MAC, geography control and steering to accomplish energy reserve funds 

[8]. It utilizes a tree-based structure for information steering, arranges rest timetables of the hubs.The creators utilize 

a fluffy rationale framework to arrange the physical layer, information connect layer, and application layer for cross-
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layer plan; the ground speed, normal postponement, and bundles fruitful transmission proportion are chosen as 

precursors for the fluffy rationale framework [9]. A later report examines incorporated numerical models and 

proposes calculations for geography control and directing, alongside various sinks thought and a summed up total 

methodology. The authorpropose an energy-successful cross-layer steering convention for remote sensor networks 

dependent on fluffy rationale [10]. In this convention, for limiting the devoured energy and augmenting the 

organization lifetime, the calculation takes the rest of the battery save limit, the connection quality, and the 

transmission intensity of the neighbor hubs into thought to choose the following jump hand-off hubs, progressively. 

To spare energy at MAC layer, obligation cycling is generally embraced in Wireless networks. Utilizing this 

method, every hub shifts back and forth among rest and dynamic states. Two hubs can impart just both are dynamic. 

Obligation cycling is significant green procedures since; best method as far as achievable energy investment funds, 

(ii) it has been altogether actualized in WSNs (for example it is remembered for the two fundamental working 

frameworks, TinyOS and Contiki), and (iii) it might be executed related to different strategies, for example, 

information total, transmission power control or energy-mindful directing [12]. Broad examination has been 

completed to propose energy productive MAC conventions appropriate for asset obliged sensor hubs. A few 

overview papers are accessible in the writing and give exhaustive investigations of various classes of MAC 

conventions. In this segment, we give an outline of various MAC proposition, primarily zeroing in on the job 

cycling and force the board angles instead of the channel access techniques. We group the most widely recognized 

MAC conventions as per the synchronization between hubs into plan based, coordinated, offbeat, and on-request 

wakeup conventions.  

 

Proposed Algorithm: 

The proposed algorithm forms a cluster head of different users/devices for the purpose of communication. The 

devices/nodes sending or receiving the data called active nodes and will be active and other nodes who is/are idle for 

sometimes goes into the sleep state. 

 

Algorithm I: 

Step 1 With the help of Data aggregation techniques, find the number of nodes for a cluster 

Step 2 Select a cluster head on the basis of the optimized power level using Energy efficient formulation. 

Step 3 Cluster head decide the notion of the communication between the devices. 

Step 4 Decide the active and inactive nodes/devices 

Step 5 Use DPCA algorithm for the communication  

Step 6 For the routing process CBRA technique. 

 

A role of the cluster head or a particular cluster is finished when the network inactivity occurs, and the time out of 

the timer takes place. 

 

Implementation of proposed Algorithms: 

For the purpose of this technique we use NS-2 tool. In this augmentation, versatile hub is actualized as an article 

with functionalities, for example, 14 development and the capacity to send and get on a channel that permits it to be 

utilized to make portable, remote recreation conditions. The versatile hub is intended to proceed onward a level 

landscape with tallness consistently equivalent to zero. In like manner, hubs has X, Y, Z arranges that are diligently 

adjusted as the center moves. While making a movability circumstance, the starting circumstance of the hub and its 

future complaints may be set unequivocally. These requests are commonly associated with an alternate improvement 

circumstance record. Other than this, the geology for portable hubs in every case should be characterized. Typically, 

a level geography is made by determining dimensions of geology. Association stack for a compact center point hub 

that contains an association layer, an ARP module related with the association layer, an interface need line, a MAC 

layer and an association interface, all related with the channel. Every segment is quickly depicted here. Connection 

Layer: The connection layer object is answerable for mimicking the information interface conventions. Different 

shows can be executed inside this layer, for example, pack break and reassembly, and solid affiliation show. Another 

basic restriction of the affiliation layer is setting the MAC target region in the MAC header of the pack. Usually for 

all inviting (into the channel) bundles, the packs are given to the affiliation layer by the Routing Agent. By then the 

affiliation layer hands down packs to the interface line. For every single pushing toward pack (out of the channel), 

the MAC layer hands up groups to the affiliation layer. ARP: The Address Resolution Protocol module gets requests 

from Link layer. On the off chance that ARP has the rigging address for objective, it makes it into the MAC header 

the bundle. Else it passes on an ARP question, and supports the gathering by some coincidence. Exactly when the 

equipment address of a gathering's next ricochet is known, the bundle is embedded into the interface line. For the 
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clarifications behind phenomenally appointed controlling, the interface line is executed as a need line which offers 

need to organizing show conveys embedding them at the first in class. Macintosh Layer: IEEE 802.11 dispersed 

coordinatiun work (DCF) MAC convention has been actualized by CMU. DCF is intended to utilize physical 

transporter sense and imaginarytransporter instruments to diminish likelihood impacts because of concealed 

terminals. The subtleties of this usage will be canvassed in the following segment alongside the organization 

interface execution which is utilized by portable hubs to get to the channel. 

 

Results:- 

 
Figure 1:- Throughput against the code-modulation profile. 

 

In the above figure the Throughput value is shown we can easily see from the above mentioned graph that the 

proposed algorithm have high value than the prevailed researches. 

 

 
Figure 1:- Throughput against the code-modulation profile. 
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Figure 3:- SNR vs BER. 

 

In the above figure 2 and figure 3 represents the Energy efficient proposed algorithm performance with the prevailed 

researches. The Better SNR, BER with different modulation techniques articulate the advantages with excel results 

of PhyMA algorithm. 

 

Conclusion and Future work:- 
In the above proposed work, we get better BER and throughput and attained the energy efficiency method for the 

load balancing of the data over the wireless networks. In the Future the above mentioned algorithm can be 

implemented in IoT devices and M2M devices for the purpose of seam less communication over the wireless 

network. 
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